Welcome!
FOC “201” Workshop
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Session Roadmap

- **INTRODUCTIONS**
- **“SETTING THE STAGE”: PRACTITIONERS’ EXPERIENCE**
- **SMALL-GROUP BREAKOUT DISCUSSIONS, STRATEGY & ACTION PLANNING**
- **REPORT-BACK**
Scaling
Strengthening
Shifting

The Vision & “Big Picture”

Our FOC has had success with...

Over the next year or so, we want our FOC to...

…but to reach that goal, we need to figure out how to…
Why is this change/expansion/enhancement important for your FOC?

What’s one small, short-term “next step” that you can take to move your FOC toward its goal?

What 2-3 things need to happen over the next year? What support do you need & from whom?

What will success look like to you?

Scaling

Strengthening

Shifting

The “Nuts & Bolts”